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fusion 360 with powermill ultimate implement 5-axis milling
for 3-axis machining and 4-axis milling for 5-axis machining.
use the available parameters to set the strategy in the tool
path and define high level operations such as corner radius,
removal depth, and feed rate. fusion 360 with powermill
ultimate set up and simulate toolpath strategies for both
milling and turning strategies. use three axis milling to
machine 3-axis components, and four axis milling for 5-axis
machining. the c-a-d (cad) files are all in this zip package.
the files are in *.dwg format so if you have something like
rhino or grasshopper you can view them there. open the file
and it will open in rhinoceros or grasshopper. you must
have the latest version of autodesk to view the dws
properly. just download it and unzip it to a file on your
computer and you can view them there as well. fusion 360
with powermill ultimate direct-drive machining systems
have become a popular choice for many product
manufacturers, due to their ability to run a wide range of
processes at high speeds. powermill allows you to take
advantage of this with the ability to machine directly in your
cnc machine, rather than making use of a separate
machine. (video: 2:44 min.) fusion 360 with powermill
ultimate reduce tooling and part changes by using the
fusion probes feature to move your gantry for each
machining cycle. estimate the optimum gantry height for
each job before beginning machining. configure automation
curves and machine parameters to optimize every
machining cycle. (video: 1:52 min.)
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using fusion probes to pre-program all axis movement.
accurately place your workpiece and probe a second time
without having to make an actual part. (video: 2:14 min.)
fusion 360 with powermill ultimate create a unique design

intent and generate working drawings using the fusion
software development kit (sdk). share and generate

parameters for several different design intent options.
(video: 2:07 min.) fusion 360 with powermill ultimate use

the fusion design intelligence feature to move your robot to
a precise point and position your laser relative to the

workpiece. estimate the optimum laser offset from the
workpiece to increase machining accuracy. (video: 1:40

min.) fusion 360 with powermill ultimate measure 3d
surface geometry using the fusion probes feature. use the

resulting measurements to eliminate over-travel and reduce
the number of axis singularities. (video: 1:54 min.) fusion

360 with powermill ultimate monitor and manage your
programmable logic controller (plc) using fusion

diagnostics. record and analyze events to quickly diagnose
and resolve programming and programming device

problems. (video: 2:23 min.) save time and cut production
costs with powermill's nc programming capabilities. the

intuitive interface supports both 2d and 3d programs. the
program also provides a variety of automated options to

generate a powerful nc program in minutes, such as edge
looping and long hole interpolation. (video: 1:40 min.) a

versatile cad system that provides an outstanding balance
between speed and accuracy. free download autodesk

inventor 2012 free. create, edit, and publish projects in 2d
and 3d, offering full support for autodesk's advanced
features, including simulation and 3d visualization.

autodesk inventor is a very powerful 2d & 3d design
software with a rich set of features. the software is free to
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use and includes the new 3d modeling tools, which are the
best in the industry. autodesk inventor is the premier

design tool for the 21st century. 5ec8ef588b
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